
Structure and Direction of Maxwell Swim Club 

The past 12-18 months has seen the club go through vast changes regarding personnel, members and swimmers. This has led to the rethink and restructuring of the club, the direction and how as a team swimmers, parents, volunteers and coaches we achieve 

this aim together. 

As a club, the new structure will take place from the 1st April 2019. From this date all timetables, staffing and criteria will be implemented on a long-term basis with the base premise of expanding and adding onto this structure. 

Key elements parents will see is the introduction of a ‘club squad’, how swimmers progress from squad to squad through the system, how squads link more efficiently and how swimmers can be catered to when not moving into the performance squad while 

being maintained as part of the team and not isolated. 

To better understand this process and core implementations, below is the breakdown and main points of the system: 

- Philosophy and Athletic Development 

- Structure and Pathway of the Swimming Club 

- Breakdown of each squad 

- Criteria for each squad and how progression through the system is measured 

- Culture and how this will be supported by Coaches, Parents, Swimmers and Volunteers 

As with any forward planning and implementation of systems, this structure will be under continuous review to offer scope to further develop and cater towards the swimmers as they mature, and the club grows. This cannot be done without the consistent 

support and understanding of parents and swimmers and playing their part in the club. Not only will this benefit the athletic and personal development of the swimmers but ensure the longevity and future generations of swimmers to follow on during the 

following years. 

Understanding the need to change the current climate of the club is to understand the demographic and audience the committee and coaches are currently identifying. The club has become a predominant age group club, and therefore ensuring a system is in 

place to support and help develop the current crop of older age group swimmers into established youth swimmers, while enforcing a strong foundation for our junior swimmers to progress into their age group development phase of their swimming. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Philosophy: 

Long term success comes from the building of the ‘car frame’ (skills, technicalities, efficiency) and the building of its ‘engine’ (aerobic capacity, trainability, endurance and ability to have the capacities to complete more strenuous sets which will improve the 

swimmer later in their development). 

An analogy to explain this is the comparative of two types of cars 

Rover Metro                                   Ferrari 

                                                                      

120mph takes 10/10 effort                               120mp takes 4/10 effort 

The Rover Metro has a rudimentary framework, with a small engine with low capacities. The car can go 120mph however, making the car go that speed leads to eventual framework system breakdowns and writing off the car. The core engine systems fail, things 

must be revisited to be fixed and eventually has a short expiry date to its usage. This is the same for swimmers who have no aerobic conditioning, training capacities or skill work. If too much race pace is applied too early, the core skill work breaks down rapidly. 

These breakdowns become a repeated habit. This then leads to inefficiency to complete training at race pace again and then the continual breakdown and deterioration of the stroke work and inability to train more as the swimmers mature. Due to no focus on 

the skill work (body work and structure of the swimmer), limited work on skill efficiency and retention over distance (the building of the oil tank and engine size of the car), and too much race pace work too early (pushing an inefficient car to 120mph all the time) 

leads to the eventual breakdown and retirement from swimming from the athlete. I feel most coaches fall into the trap of looking for short term success from athletes to further their own career. 

The Ferrari, however, can push 120mph relatively easily without losing its structural stability, efficiency or burning and breaking its engine. This has been done through meticulous planning and forward thinking with a 8-10 year plan put in place to ensure 

longevity and future success. The car has had its body built to an efficient and high standard grade (work which should be done in the academies), then the car has had its engine created (work which should be done in JD, laying down the foundations of 

trainability) and then the skills and capacities built during the key developmental stages (distance per strokes over distances, ability to hold form under aerobic duress) and then finally the engine being fine tuned and pushed in its youth stages (speed, race pace 

and duress work). Therefore, the car can hold optimal speed with maximum efficiency over longer periods than the rover metro. 

Young swimmers (under 18’s) need to develop skills, technique (tyres on a road) and gradually build up their capabilities to train for longer distances, in a range of strokes. These longer, slower sets promote the development of their “capacity” - their aerobic 

capacity. When training to build capacity, it’s done with long term objectives in mind – we’re trying to go from a 1 litre car engine to a 2, 3, 4 litre engines with all the energy saving technologies (distance per stroke, efficiency and skill) developed over the years 

alongside this capacity. They go hand in hand. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Athletic Development: 

Using the analogy of the cars, the idea behind the structure is to split the programme into three separate units, which with the correct commitment and attendance, can be developed efficiently and effectively. 

1 – Junior Development (Academy and Junior Development Squads): The idea of structuring the frame of the car, the shape of the car and what size engine will need to be fit. Efficient, hydro-dynamic stroke work combined with a strong and high-level skill base 

on turns, underwater and breakouts on ALL FOUR strokes enables more scope to work with in the future of the swimmers development. At this phase, no swimmer has a number one stroke, simply a stroke they favour (parents need to take note of this and 

ensure this is reinforced to their swimmers) 

2 – Age Group Development (County B, County A and Regional Squads/Age Group Development Squad): This begins to put the ‘engine’ in place. Primarily aerobic work, focussing efficiency over distance with little focus on SPEED. This usually comes hand in 

hand with the first developmental growth spurts of both male and female athletes (11/12 years for females and 12/13 years for males). Ensuring during the process of their key growth spurts, body and special awareness are enforced and efficiency and stroke 

development is a key part of their training. The message of consistency through this phase is again needed to be supported by parents (consistency of training schedules, attitude and GOOD habits both within their training and their own personal development) 

3 – Performance (Performance Squad/Youth Development): This is the continual building of the engine with harder work and more of a focus on the development of speed combined with aerobic endurance and create the building blocks to move onto senior 

swimming (university or scholarship swimming) to ensure continual improvement long into the swimmer’s career. This is combined with swimmers second key developmental leap during teenage maturation (around 14-16 years for females, 15-17 years for 

males). 

 

LONG TERM ATHLETE DEVELOPMENT 
There are five stages of the LTAD framework: 

• Fundamental – basic movement literacy 
The Fundamental stage should be structured and fun. The emphasis is on developing basic movement literacy 

and fundamental movement skills 

 

• Swim Skills – building technique 
This stage is where young swimmers should learn how to train and develop the skills of their specific sport, and learn 

the basic technical/tactical skills 

 

• Training to Train – building the engine 
At this stage there should be an emphasis on aerobic conditioning. This is the stage where there is greater 

individualisation of fitness and technical training. The focus should still be on training rather than competition, and the training should be 

predominantly of high volume, low intensity workloads 

 

• Training to Compete – optimising the engine 

During the training to compete stage there should be a continued emphasis on physical conditioning, with 

the focus on maintaining high volume workloads but with increasing intensity. During this stage, training should also focus on developing 

maximum strength gains through the use of weights. This should be coupled with continued work on core body strength and maintaining 

suppleness 

 

• Training to Win – maximising the engine 
This is the final stage of athletic preparation. The emphasis should be on specialisation and performance 

enhancement. All of the athletes’ physical, technical, tactical, mental, and ancillary capacities should now be fully established, with the focus 

shifting to the optimisation of performance 



 

Structure and Club Pathway 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Silver 
(Aylesbury) 

Silver  
(Buckingham) 

Gold 
(Aylesbury) 

Gold  
(Buckingham) 

Platinum  
(Aylesbury) 

Platinum  
(Buckingham) 

Junior Dev  
(Aylesbury) 

Junior Dev 
(Buckingham) 

County B 
(Aylesbury) 

County B 
(Buckingham) 

County A 

(Aylesbury) 

County A 

(Buckingham) 

Regional 
(Aylesbury) 

Regional  
(Buckingham) 

Performance 

Youth Development 
(Buckingham) 

4 Hours & 8 Hours 

Youth Development 
(Aylesbury) 

 
4 & 8 Hours 

Age Group Development 
(Aylesbury) 

 

Bronze 
(Aylesbury) 

Bronze 
(Buckingham) 

Masters 

(Aylesbury) 



Squad Descriptions and Criteria 

*All Squad moves are at the discretion of the coach and will be judged on attendance, attitude and work application* 

 

Performance (formerly National): Optimising the Engine (Age Groupers)/Maximising the Engine (Youth) 

Age Cap: From 14 – 18 years old male/13 – 18 years old female (coach discretion on early movers or fast-track) 

Performance aims to cater swimmers swimming at a regional level, aiming to qualifying for Summer Home Nations or British Summer Championships, and to Youth Swimmers who show a willingness to adhere to the squad criteria. The aim of the group will be to 

create a more socially stable group with all swimmers understanding their role and how to contribute to a team environment through support, communication and teamwork with older swimmers being expected to work on their leadership roles and setting 

examples for the lower tier squads. The core ethic of the group will be that no one is above their squad or their club, which will be parent supported and coach led. 

 

Regional (formerly Age 14 Hours): Optimising the Engine 

Age Cap: From 13 - 15 years old male/12 - 15 years old female 

Regional aims to support age group swimmers through the transitional period of established county swimmer to a Regional standard swimmer. This part to the process and structure is very important as the South East Regional area is one of the hardest in the 

country, due to its size and number of high-quality programmes in the region (to even make a regional final swimmer tend to need to be a national qualifier). Therefore, the primary focus of this stage is to ensure the transition to this level, while educating the 

swimmers on the importance and long-term plans of their swimming. This means swimmers will be expected to not only work on their key events and strokes but focus on competing and improving their less abled events with an aim to improving their 100m, 

200m and 400m IM times. Swimmers must understand at this stage, there is NO number one event, just favoured events a swimmer is currently excelling at. This, in the long term, will give the swimmers more tools when they mature to continue to improve on 

their swimming. Mon PM, Wed PM and Sat AM sessions will all be swam with the performance group at Aylesbury. 

 

County A (formerly 12 hours): Building the Engine 

Age Cap: From 12 years old male/11 years old female 

County A will be aiming to support swimmers around the 11/12/13 age range make a full transition from qualifying for counties to working through to county finals and qualifying on a bigger repertoire of events. Swimmers should be focussing on all four strokes, 

with an aim to swimming longer distance events such as 400m/800m free and 200m/400m IM. The aim is to ensure swimmers are competent in all events and strokes, with the ability to set the grounding for further expansion on their skill base. The ability to 

swim all four strokes enables their ability to swim quality medley training sets, but to also ensure transferable skills between strokes are always emphasised and prioritised (e.g. fly underwater work and swimming can assist and be directly transferred to body 

movement on breaststroke and enhance the ability to kick further and more efficiently underwater on backstroke). 

 

 

County B (formerly 10 hours): Building the Engine 

Age Cap: From 10 years old 

County B will be aiming introduce swimmers to the performance pillar of the club, training along side the older squads where they will be expected to learn and take lead from the examples being set for them. Swimmers will be expected to understand the 

importance of certain exercises, session intents and the reason behind pre/post-pool exercises. Swimmers will need to build the ability to work a four-stroke medley programme and apply turns and transitions accordingly. The ability to swim all four strokes 

enables their ability to swim quality medley training sets, but to also ensure transferable skills between strokes are always emphasised and prioritised (e.g. fly underwater work and swimming can assist and be directly transferred to body movement on 

breaststroke and enhance the ability to kick further and more efficiently underwater on backstroke) 

 



Junior Development: Building Technique 

Age Cap: up to 12 years old (will be referred to Age Development at age) 

The sole focus of Junior Development is to focus on skills and maintain stroke counts over distance. All skills acquired over the academy stage will be focussed into competitive swimming and expected to be executed under race conditions at Maxwell Splash 

Galas. It is important swimmers and parents focus is solely upon the technical ability of the swimmers and NOT the times they are swimming. Being able to efficiently swim through all four strokes while working underwater work and turns will be the main 

priority. This is so the ‘car body’ is at the optimum for long term progression later in the swimmer’s career. 

 

Youth Development (formerly Youth Sprint): Building the Engine 

Age Cap: From 15 years old 

Youth Development aims to cater to both swimmers who are ‘late bloomers’ but show a want and commitment to their training and improvement, and swimmers who wish to drop sessions/cannot attend the required sessions for their squads. With a focus 

around still competing and working with Regional and Performance Squads, the group acts as a group which can keep swimmers interested in the sport but with the flexibility to work sessions more ad hoc. To move into the corresponding central groups coaches 

will ask for a strong sense of commitment to their training and competing, want to improve and a great technical ability to be considered. 

 

Age Group Development: Building Technique 

Age Cap: From 12 years old 

This group mirrors a similar sentiment to Youth Development but at a younger age. Swimmers who enter the squad will either be too old for the academy or not able to commit to the training schedule of County A or B. Therefore, offering a less intense 

alternative to develop skills and efficiency in the water is paramount. Working alongside the Junior Development and County B Squads, swimmers will be asked to ensure a high level of professionalism is maintained and ensure an opportunity for any swimmers 

wishing to further their swimming more competitively be accommodated. 

 

Maxwell Swim Academy: Building Technique (Fundamentals) 

Age Cap: Up to 11 years old (will be referred to Age Development at age) 

Maxwell Swim Academy will accept swimmers at swim level lesson stage 5-6 or up to 9 years of age. Swimmers will be required to adhere to the requirements of the teachers with a view to developing their water and competitive efficiency. Swimmers will be 

asked to enter the Splash Galas where required to apply their skills in a friendly and competitive environment (where the focus is NOT the times they swim, but the ability and efficiency they swim in the water). Progression through the academy will depend on 

the swimmers’ ability to improve their skills and efficiency on all four strokes. Swimmers will be asked to work all strokes to lay down the foundation of their swimming for later (be it competitive or to keep fit). 

- Platinum: Understanding the white board, basic understanding of the clock, 50m freestyle under competition ruling, 50m backstroke under competition ruling, 50m breast under competition ruling, 25m fly (underwater past flags), 100 IM under 

competition ruling, race start from blocks 

- Gold: 25m body position kick on all four strokes, 25m free with all correct skills, 25m breast with pull out, 100m continuous kick, understand IM turns, racing start from the side, 10m to 5m free tumble turns, back to breast touch turns 

- Silver: Underwater head to flags, back/free Body Position Kick for 25m, understand rotational strokes, tumble (rotation in middle of pool), 50m free kick for 50m, knowledge of fly kick, understand breast, be able to perform sitting dive, back stroke count 

from flags to wall 

- Bronze: Continuous kick for 25m w/small board, understand streamline, knowledge of butterfly kicking, understanding of breast and fly, correct free and back for 15m 

 

 



Please be aware there will be two squad reviews a season (September and February). All swimmers will be reviewed next to the below (also available on a separate document via the website) criteria and will be advised accordingly by their squad coach. All 

age caps are considered as age as of 31st of December of that year 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Youth Performance Non-CompetitiveAge GroupAcademy

Optional

15 minute pre-session

n/a
18 + years

4
4 hours

As advised by coach

10 min pre-session, 10 

min post-session

1 session a week

9 & under

Swim Skills           
Building Technique

As advised by coach

10 min pre-session, 10 

min post-session

2 sessions a week

10 & under

Splash Gala

Underwater head to 

flags                                      

Back/Free Body 

Position Kick for 25m               

Understand Rotational 

Strokes                   

Tumble (rotation in 

middle of pool)                           

50m free kick for 50m                                       

Knowledge of fly kick                

Understand Breast                                          

Be able to perform 

sitting dive                            

Back stroke count from 

flags to wall

Splash Gala

As advised by coach

10 min pre-session, 10 

min post-session

2 session a week

10 & under

As advised by coach

10 min pre-session, 10 

min post-session

3 sessions a week

10 & under

Splash Gala

25m body position kick 

on all  four strokes                 

25m free with all  

correct skil ls                         

25m breast with pull 

out                                                

100m continuous kick            

Understand IM turns                

Racing start from the 

side                                        

10m to 5m free tumble 

turns                                             

Back to Breast touch 

turns

Splash Gala

As advised by coach

10 min pre-session, 10 

min post-session

3 sessions a week

10 & under

4 sessions a week

11 & under

Splash Gala/MKLJ

Understanding the 

white board                               

Basic understanding of 

the clock                            

50m freestyle under 

competion ruling                       

50m backstroke under 

competition ruling              

50m breast under 

competition ruling                     

25m fly (underwater 

past flags)                              

100 IM under 

competition ruling               

Race start from blocks

All team comps & all  

designated meets

As advised by coach

10 min pre-session, 10 

min post-session

4 sessions a week

11 & under

10 min pre-session, 10 

min post-session

4 sessions a week

9 - 12 years

As advised by coach

15 min pre-session & 3 

land based sessions

5 sessions a week

10 - 15 years

ONB accepted

Minimum 6 sessions                

Mand. Sess: Mon PM, 

Thu PM,  Sat AM, Sun 

PM (then either Wed 

AM or Fri PM as 

additional)                                          

Compete 400 IM                  

Complete cross over 

turn                                                              

200m kick under 4.15                  

400m kick under 8.30               

Maintain 6 kicks off 

wall, not breathing 1st 

stroke                                       

Within 5% of ONB 

Accepted Time                          

All  team comps & all  

designated meets

As advised by coach

15 min pre-session & 3 

land based sessions

6 sessions a week

11 - 15 years

15 minute pre-session 

& 1 land based session

15 min pre-session & 3 

land based sessions

As advised by coach As advised by coachAs advised by coach

Minimum 5 sessions                

Mand. Sess: Mon PM, 

Wed PM, Sat AM,       

Sun PM (then Mon AM 

or Fri AM as 

additional)                                          

Compete 200 IM                                                                                

200m kick under 4.30                  

400m kick under 9.00                  

Maintain 6 kicks off 

wall, not breathing 1st 

stroke                                     

Within 5% of ONB 

Considered Time              

All  team comps & all  

designated meets

1
1 hour

ONB considered

Minimum 5 sessions                

Mand. Sess: Mon PM, 

Thu PM, Sat AM, Sun 

PM (then Wed AM or 

Fri AM as additional)                                          

Compete 200 IM                                                                                

200m kick under 4.30                  

400m kick under 9.00                  

Maintain 6 kicks off 

wall, not breathing 1st 

stroke                                        

Within 5% of ONB 

Considered Time                         

All  team comps & all  

designated meets

Splash Gala/MKLJ

Understanding the 

white board                               

Basic understanding of 

the clock                            

50m freestyle under 

competion ruling                       

50m backstroke under 

competition ruling              

50m breast under 

competition ruling                     

25m fly (underwater 

past flags)                              

100 IM under 

competition ruling               

Race start from blocks

All team comps & all  

designated meets

Splash Gala

25m body position kick 

on all  four strokes                 

25m free with all  

correct skil ls                         

25m breast with pull 

out                                                

100m continuous kick            

Understand IM turns                

Racing start from the 

side                                        

10m to 5m free tumble 

turns                                             

Back to Breast touch 

turns

Splash Gala

Splash Gala

Underwater head to 

flags                                      

Back/Free Body 

Position Kick for 25m               

Understand Rotational 

Strokes                   

Tumble (rotation in 

middle of pool)                           

50m free kick for 50m                                       

Knowledge of fly kick                

Understand Breast                                          

Be able to perform 

sitting dive                            

Back stroke count from 

flags to wall

Splash Gala

Splash Gala

Continuous kick for 

25m w/small board             

Understand Streamline       

Knowledge of butterfly 

kicking                                  

Understanding of 

Breast and Fly                          

Correct Free and Back 

for 15m                                           

Splash Gala

5
7 hours

4

Open meets/MKLJ/ONB

Minimum 4 sessions           

100 IM under comp 

rules                                               

Attend regular open 

meets, MKLJ & Splash 

Galas                           

200m kick under 6:00           

Maintain 3 kicks off 

wall, not breathing 1st 

stroke                                          

Skil ls must be show at 

Splash Gala                            

Must attend 4 sessions 

inclusive of Sat AM

All team comps & all  

designated meets

5 hours

Silver (Aylesbury)

Fundamentals             
Basic Movement

5 hours
3

3 hours
3

3 hours
2

2 hours
2

2 hours

15 min pre-session & 4 

land based sessions 

Man. Sess: Mon AM, 

Mon PM, Tue PM, Wed 

PM, Fri AM, Sat AM 

(then Tue AM, Thu 

AM/PM, Fri PM as 

additional)                                              

Apply required work 

ethic, commitment & 

attitude                                 

Kick 6 x 100m free off 

2.00                                

Understand energy 

systems & intents                 

Attend all  squad 

meetings                             

Attained SER 

Considered QT 

(inclusive of open 

water)

Bronze (Aylesbury)

Fundamentals             
Basic Movement

Gold (Buckingham)

Fundamentals             
Basic Movement

All team comps & all  

designated meets

Minimum 4 sessions           

100 IM under comp 

rules                                               

Attend regular open 

meets, MKLJ & Splash 

Galas                           

200m kick under 6:00           

Maintain 3 kicks off 

wall, not breathing 1st 

stroke                                          

Skil ls must be show at 

Splash Gala                            

Must attend 4 sessions 

inclusive of Sat AM

Swim Skills           
Building Technique

JD (Buckingham)Platinum (Aylesbury)

Swim Skills           
Building Technique

Platinum (Buck) JD (Aylesbury)

Swim Skills           
Building Technique

County B (Buck)

Training to Train              
Building the Engine

County A (Buck)

Training to Train              
Building the Engine

Regional (Aylesbury)

Training to Compete             
Optimising the Engine

8
14 hours

15 -18 years

Optional

12 + years 13 - 18 years

2 or 4
4 or 8 hours

Training to Train            
Building the Engine

Swim Skills                      
Building Technique

n/a

Apply required work 

ethic, commitment & 

attitude

Apply required work 

ethic, commitment & 

attitude

All team comps & all  

home meets

All team comps & home 

meets

Optional Optional

15 min pre-session & 1 

land based sessions

15 minute pre-session 

& 1 land based session

n/a

Apply required work 

ethic, commitment & 

attitude

Optional

15 min pre-session & 4 

land based sessions

Apply required work 

ethic, commitment & 

attitude

All team comps
All team comps & all  

home meets

Training to Train              
Building the Engine

County B (Aylesbury) County A (Aylesbury) Regional (Buck)

6

Youth Dev (Aylesbury) Youth Dev (Bucks)

Training to Train            
Building the Engine

Masters (Aylesbury)

Training to Train            
Building the Engine

SER/Home Nat/British Optional OptionalOptionalONB Final/SER

Training to Win   
Maximising the Engine

Training to Compete             
Optimising the Engine

Training to Train              
Building the Engine

10 hours
7

12 hours
Sessions per Week

Hours per Week
2 or 5

7 hours 10 hours 12 hours 14 hours 17.5 hours 3 hours 4 or 8 hours

Performance Age Dev. (Aylesvury)

5 6 7 8 10 3

Gold (Aylesbury)

Fundamentals             
Basic Movement

Silver (Buckingham)

Fundamentals             
Basic Movement

4

Goals/Aims Open meets/MKLJ/ONB ONB considered ONB accepted ONB Final/SER

As advised by coach As advised by coachAs advised by coach

Minimum 7 sessions               

Mand. Sess: Mon PM, 

Tue PM, Wed PM, Fri 

AM, Sat AM, Sun PM 

(then either Mon AM or 

Fri PM as additional)                                          

Compete 400 IM                  

Complete cross over 

turn                                                              

200m kick under 4.00                  

400m kick under 8.00                  

Maintain 6 kicks off 

wall, not breathing 1st 

stroke                                            

Within 3% of SER QT 

(inclusive of open 

water)                     

All  team comps & all  

designated meets

Minimum 6 sessions                

Mand. Sess: Mon PM, 

Wed PM, Fri AM, Sat 

AM, Sun PM (then 

either Mon AM or Fri 

PM as additional)                                          

Compete 400 IM                  

Complete cross over 

turn                                                              

200m kick under 4.15                  

400m kick under 8.30               

Maintain 6 kicks off 

wall, not breathing 1st 

stroke                                           

Within 5% of ONB 

Accepted Time                          

Minimum 7 sessions                

Mand. Sess: Mon PM, 

Tue PM, Thu PM, Fri 

AM, Sat AM, Sun PM 

(then either Wed AM or 

Fri PM as additional)                                          

Compete 400 IM                  

Complete cross over 

turn                                                              

200m kick under 4.00                  

400m kick under 8.00                  

Maintain 6 kicks off 

wall, not breathing 1st 

stroke                                      

Within 3% of SER QT 

(inclusive of open 

water)                      

All  team comps & all  

designated meets

All team comps & all  

designated meets

As advised by coach

n/a

Criteria for Squad 

Movement

Competing Age Required 9 - 12 years 10 - 15 years 11 - 15 years 11 - 15 years 13 - 18 years

Land Training
15 min pre-session & 3 

land based sessions

15 min pre-session & 4 

land based sessions 

7 sessions a week

11 - 15 years

15 minute pre-session 

& 1 land based session

Additional Requirements 4 sessions a week 5 sessions a week 6 sessions a week 7 sessions a week 7/8 sessions a week

Additional Training As advised by coach

15 min pre-session & 4 

land based sessions

All team comps & all  

designated meets



Club Culture and Progression Marker 

The basis of the club culture needs to be around work ethic and attitude. In any walk of life (regardless of natural talent) hard work, commitment, positive attitude and coachability/teachability will always shine through. This is no different within swimming. 

Parents should be aware that parents ‘parent’ and coaches ‘coach’ with the idea of the swimmer at the centre of all decisions and discussions. Anything deterring from this idea will only negatively impact the swimmers and no one else. As a team, we hope to 

produce swimmers who are: 

Coachable: Be able to respect, listen and follow a coach’s instruction without argument or question. It is important for the swimmer to be approachable and accountable for both their actions in and out of the training environment. Parents and coaches must be 

able to work together to fully support and develop the swimmers in and around the poolside, ensuring the swimmer’s coachability is at the forefront of the equation. 

Responsible: Swimmers must be able to take ownership and responsibility of their own swimming. Empowering the swimmer enables a better drive and work ethic for the swimmer. Something as little as handing the responsibility of making swimmers pack their 

own bags, make their own food, even let the older swimmers transport themselves to training without coaching or interference from parents makes the swimmer more responsible and accountable for their own actions. It’s no coincidence that all of the most 

successful meets I’ve attended have been parent free, as this has allowed the swimmer to sort out their own wake up/sleep times, their own food and eating times, their own pre/post swim routines without parents having to nag or prompt. 

Aware: Swimmers must be aware of their actions, demeanour and the contributing factors that will equal the positive or negative outcome of the result. Swimmers must be aware of their influence and attitude in and around the poolside and how this can either 

negatively or positively impact their training environment or team mates, swimmers must be able to make mistakes without fear of retribution, so they learn, develop and grow from them. An informed swimmer makes a better all-round swimmer, so listening 

and taking on board lessons trying to be taught must be backed up by understanding parents and looking at the long-term goal of developing the person (not just the swimmer). 

Polite: Regardless of surroundings or working with people we like or don’t like, in all walks of life we must try to show a level of respect and politeness. Even as coaches it can be difficult to patiently listen and take on board certain aspects of this sport, however 

showing levels of disrespect and ignorance creates a mood and environment of entitlement and negativity. Therefore as swimmers, parents and coaches work together it is always on the grounds of mutual respect and politeness. As stated before, undermining 

the coach can have a very negative impact, coaches undermining other coaches or parents can have a negative impact and equally swimmers undermining coaches, teammates and volunteers can create the same issues. As coaches we will look to see the bigger 

picture around swimmers and parents, but as parents and swimmers we ask they do the same and be aware of impacts they may be having without realising the true extent.  

 

Parents: Please be aware to not take over your children’s swimming and assume ownership of their sport. It is pivotal that they feel it is their sport. The decisions they make (either good or bad) will always have a repercussion and it is important the 

swimmers learn to take responsibility of their actions and their consequences. Parents please try to not create an excuse culture to protect the swimmers. This can be really difficult to change in the future and in youth swimming. 

 

Role of the Coach: to devise, implement and action a training programme for a group of swimmers of around the same ability/age group with the aim of achieving the individual’s goals in that group. Communicating with parents is key, communicating with the 

swimmer is key and getting an understanding of each other is pivotal. Every coach is different, every swimmer is different, every parent is different, and we all come from different backgrounds and upbringings. Understanding each other on a human level is 

pivotal. 

Role of the Parent: Feed, water, taxi swimmer. Offer emotional support and offer the swimmer help in understanding coach reaction/feedback without creating a negative or difficult atmosphere. Coaches will always be involved in numerous situations where the 

swimmer will either not understand or take exception to an action or comment. It is important parents communicate the misunderstanding and work together for the benefit of the child. If that relationship is broken, it can become a toxic parent vs. coach 

situation which the swimmer will always be aware of and can become emotionally taxing. At no point will a coach be looking to detriment a swimmer’s development, they get paid to produce good results and as a result of fast swimming, their stock and price go 

up as a coach!! 

Role of the Swimmer: Listen, work hard, take on board feedback and aim to develop and grow as a person first. If the person is strong willed, with a solid work ethic and great communicative skills then they will make a great swimmer. Support your teammates 

and revel in their success and in turn they will support you and your highest and lowest points. This will make for a more positive training environment and develop some very important life skills. 

 

 

 



Logistics and Implementation 

Parents and swimmers will see a more interactive bridging system to integrate swimmers before making a full move included in their current groups. This will enable swimmers to adapt to their new surroundings, group and coach and learn the expectations and 

standards of their soon-to-be new coach before making a full transition. Swimmers will be observed in their ability to adapt to their environment, their application of pre/post pool exercises and their contribution to the TEAM. Parents must also be aware of their 

own application of their attitude towards their child’s swimming. Helping other newer parents and being accessible will further help and develop the swimmer. Parents: Be aware that this may the first time going through the emotions and events of the 

swimming journey, but your coaches will have been there every season with hundreds of kids and some coaches will have been there as swimmers themselves. LISTEN TO THE COACH! The hardest and most common part of the job is trying to work against 

parents who ‘know better’ for the sake of their own child’s development. 

*Please note all ‘bridge sessions’ will stay at their respective sites until the swimmers moves through to Regional Squad where their bridging sessions will take place over at Aqua Vale with the Performance Squad* 

 

Performance: All sessions will be held at Aqua Vale, Aylesbury unless otherwise arranged with the Head Coach and subsequent covering coaches 

Regional: Invited Buckingham and Aylesbury swimmers will train with the performance group on a Monday PM and/or Wednesday PM at Aqua Vale. This will help for swimmers to begin integrating earlier and begin a ‘bedding in’ process of what is expected, 

both regarding the workload and as a swimmer before their full transition and move to the top group. These sessions are mandatory to be considered for moving up full time. Non-invited swimmers to train on usual time table 

County A: Each respective site group will work closer together on Friday PM to help develop their deeper knowledge of stroke counts and efficiency in the water (i.e. Aylesbury Regional and County A will work together at Aqua Vale, Buckingham Regional and 

County A squads will work together at Swan), while each respective site groups (Regional, County A, County B and Junior Development) will work the same session on Sunday PM. This will enable a better-quality skills and recovery session for the Regional, 

County A and County B squads while Junior Development will have the opportunity to begin integrating into the age group system (County B, County A and Regional) 

County B: Each respective site group will work closer together on Sunday PM to help develop their deeper knowledge of stroke counts and efficiency in the water (i.e. Aylesbury Regional, County A, County B and Junior Development will work together at Aqua 

Vale, Buckingham Regional, County A, County B and Junior Development squads will work together at Swan) 

Junior Development and Platinum: Junior Development will work with Regional, County A and County B on Sundays, while Platinum will begin their ‘bedding’ process on Friday PMs with Junior Development. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Time Table: Aylesbury 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pool Land Pool Land Pool Land Pool Land Pool Land Pool Land Pool Land Pool Land Pool Land Pool Land Pool Land Pool Land Pool Land

Monday AM 05:20 - 07:10 05:20 - 07:10 05:20 - 07:10 05:20 - 07:10 05:20 - 06:30

Aqua Vale Aqua Vale Aqua Vale Aqua Vale Aqua Vale

Monday PM 17:45 - 20:45 17:45 - 19:30 19:45 - 20:30 17:45 - 19:30 19:45 - 20:30 17:45 - 19:30 19:45 - 20:30 19:20 - 21:10 18:50 - 20:40 18:50 - 20:10 18:20 - 19:40 19:50 - 21:10

Aqua Vale Aqua Vale CrossFit Aqua Vale CrossFit Aqua Vale CrossFit St. Mand. St. Mand. St. Mand. St. Mand. St. Mand.

Tuesday AM 05:20 - 07:10 05:20 - 06:30

Aqua Vale Aqua Vale

Tuesday PM 18:45 - 21:10 18:00 - 18:45 18:45 - 21:10 18:00 - 18:45 18:45 - 21:10

Aqua Vale Aqua Vale Aqua Vale Aqua Vale Aqua Vale

Wednesday AM

Wednesday PM 19:15 - 21:10 18:30 - 19:15 19:15 - 21:10 18:30 - 19:15 19:15 - 21:10 18:30 - 19:15 19:15 - 21:10 18:30 - 19:15 18:20 - 19:40 18:20 - 19:40 18:20 - 19:40

Aqua Vale Aqua Vale Aqua Vale Aqua Vale Aqua Vale Aqua Vale Aqua Vale Aqua Vale St. Mand. St. Mand. St. Mand.

Thursday AM 05:20 - 07:10 05:20 - 07:10 05:20 - 06:30

Aqua Vale Aqua Vale Aqua Vale

Thursday PM

Friday AM 05:20 - 07:10 05:20 - 07:10 05:20 - 07:10 05:20 - 07:10 05:20 - 06:30

Aqua Vale Aqua Vale Aqua Vale Aqua Vale Aqua Vale

Friday PM 18:45 - 21:10 18:00 - 18:45 17:45 - 20:10 17:45 - 20:10 17:45 - 19:10 19:15 - 20:00 17:45 - 19:10 18:45 - 21:10 18:45 - 21:10 19:45 - 21:10

Aqua Vale Aqua Vale Aqua Vale Aqua Vale Aqua Vale Aqua Vale Aqua Vale Aqua Vale Aqua Vale Aqua Vale

Saturday AM 05:20 - 8:00 08:30 - 09:30 05:20 - 08:00 08:00 - 09:00 05:20 - 08:10 08:00 - 09:00 05:20 - 08:10 08:00 - 09:00 06:20 - 08:00 08:00 - 08:45 06:20 - 08:00 08:10 - 08:40 06:00 - 8:00

Aqua Vale Crossfit Aqua Vale Aqua Vale Aqua Vale Aqua Vale Aqua Vale Aqua Vale St. Mand. St. Mand. St. Mand. St. Mand. Aqua Vale

Sunday AM

Sunday PM 18:15 - 20:10 18:15 - 20:10 18:15 - 20:10 18:15 - 20:10 17:20 - 18:40 16:50 - 17.20 16:20 - 17:40 17:40 - 18:10 16:15 - 18:40 16:15 - 18:40 16.15 - 18.40

Aqua Vale Aqua Vale Aqua Vale Aqua Vale Aqua Vale Aqua Vale Aqua Vale Aqua Vale Aqua Vale Aqua Vale Aqua Vale

Total 16 hours 3.15 hours 14 hours 3.15 hours 12 hours 2.30 hours 10 hours 2.30 hours 7.00 hours 1.30 hour 5 hours 1 hour 3 hours 30 mins 2 hours 1 hour 8 Hours 4 Hours 4 hours 45 mins 4 hours

Venue

Venue

Venue

Venue

Venue

Venue

Venue

Venue

Competitive Squads

Venue

Venue

Venue

Venue

Bronze

Venue

Academy
Performance Regional County A County BDay Platinum Gold SilverJunior Development

Club Squad
Youth Dev. 4 Sess Youth Dev. 2 Sess Age Dev. Masters



Time Table: Buckingham 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pool Land Pool Land Pool Land Pool Land Pool Land Pool Land Pool Land Pool Land Pool Land

Monday AM

Monday PM 19:15 - 21:10 18:30 - 19:15 19:15 - 21:10 18:30 - 19:15 19:15 - 21:10 18:30 - 19:15 17:50 - 19:40 17:20 - 17:50 16:50 - 18:00 18:00 - 18:30

Swan Swan Swan Swan Swan Swan Swan Swan Swan Swan

Tuesday AM

Tuesday PM 18:45 - 21:10 18:00 - 18:45

Aqua Vale Aqua Vale

Wednesday AM 05:50 - 07:40 05:50 - 07:40 05:50 - 07:40 05:50 - 07:40 05:50 - 07:40

Swan Swan Swan Swan Swan

Wednesday PM 17:50 - 19:10 17:50 - 19:10

Swan Swan

Thursday AM

Thursday PM 18:20 - 20:00 20:10 - 20:55 18:20 - 20:00 20:10 - 20:55 18:20 - 20:00 20:10 - 20:55 18:20 - 20:00 20:10 - 20:40 18:15 - 20:10 18:15 - 20:10

Stowe Stowe Stowe Stowe Stowe Stowe Stowe Stowe Stowe Stowe

Friday AM 05:50 - 07:40 05:50 - 07:40 05:50 - 07:40 05:50 - 07:40

Swan Swan Swan : Swan

Friday PM 16:45 - 19:10 16:45 - 19:10 16:45 - 18:10 16:45 - 18:10 16:45 - 18:40

Swan Swan Swan Swan Swan

Saturday AM 05:20 - 08:00 08:15 - 09:00 6:20 - 08:30 08:30 - 09:30 6:20 - 08:30 08:30 - 09:30 6:20 - 08:30 08:30 - 09:30 06:50 - 08:30 08:30 - 09:10 06:30 - 08:30 06:30 - 08:30

Aqua Vale Cross Fit Stowe Stowe Stowe Stowe Stowe Stowe Stowe Stowe Stowe Stowe

Sunday AM

Sunday PM 17:45 - 20:10 17:45 - 20:10 17:45 - 20:10 18:45 - 20:10 18:50 - 20:10 17:50 - 19:10 17:50 - 19:10

Swan Swan Swan Swan Swan Swan Swan

Total 14 hours 3.15 hours 12 hours 2.30 hours 10 hours 2.30 hours 7 hours 1.30 hour 5 hours 1 hour 3 hours 30 mins 2 hours 8 hours 8 hours

Youth Dev. 5 Sess Youth Dev. 2 Sess

Club Squads

Day

Venue

Competitive Squads Academy
Regional County A County B Junior Development Platinum Gold Silver

Venue

Venue

Venue

Venue

Venue

Venue

Venue

Venue

Venue

Venue

Venue

Venue



Kit 

Swimmers will be required to bring aids to training to help better themselves during skill work and key sets. These aids also assist in reinforcing ‘good habits’ over distance. Below is a kit list required for swimmers; 

 

Small Kick Board – Kick aid to assist in buoyancy during kicking exercises 

Pull Buoy – Aid to keep hips in an elevated position during pulling exercises 

Fins – Aid to emphasise the feel of an efficient kick, and aid in speed and support 

Paddles – Aid to emphasise the feel a correct travel of pull, build power and strength during the underwater phase 

Finger Paddles – Aid to emphasis the feel of an efficient catch position 

Snorkel – Eliminates the need to breathe to practice a more effective head position 

Sponge – Used as a resistance tool 

Bottle – To keep swimmer hydrated during training. Two bottles should be brought onto deck 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Nutrition – Training 

An athlete should know the importance of their diet and the part it plays in their performance. As part of the training programme Maxwell will provide support and information about nutrition. Here are some hints to get started 

 

2 hours before training eat one of these meals: 

• Pasta, chicken and sauce 

• Jacket potato, tuna and beans 

• Cereal and toast 

Immediately after: 

• Milkshakes 

• Milk and Banana 

• Yoghurt drinks 

• Fruit Smoothies 

• Sandwiches with lean meat 

 

 

Hydration: 

• 2% dehydration = 10% performance drop, during training stay hydrated 

• drink approximately 750ml per hour 

• Water/light squash 

 

Recovery: 

• Repair, refuel and adapt 

• Repair: protein. Refuel: carbohydrate 

• Ensure a combination of 50g-70g carbohydrate (e.g. banana) plus 20-39g protein (e.g. 1 pint of milk) 

 

Health: 

• Vitamins and minerals are key, at least 5-7 different pieces of fruit every day 

• 1 hour before training: - Cereals, Fruit, Fruit shakes, Milkshakes 

• 1 – 3 hours after training: Lean beef, Rice and sauce, Chicken, Pasta and sauce, Fish, Potatoes and vegetables, Sweet potato, Salad and Cottage cheese 

 

 



 

Team Kit 

 

Team kit orders are taken at certain times throughout the year only. Please visit: https://eclubshop.co.uk/index.php?route=product/category&path=34_111 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 

Whilst we are sure everyone will understand the benefits of this fantastic pool side kit, sponsored by TeamUnify, we do recognise that it's yet another draw on members' purse strings, and therefore you are not expected to purchase everything straight 
away.  The kit is optional for training, and those who have the old kit may continue to wear that for training and SPLASH galas if they wish, but we do ask that swimmers representing the club at open meets and competitions should follow this guidance :- 
  
1.  Every swimmer should buy a new pool side shirt and shorts to wear at meets. 
  
2.  Every swimmer in the club may optionally also buy a hoodie  
  
3.  Swimmers in Regional Youth, Regional Age and Performance squads only may buy a tracksuit   

 

Hats can be purchased from Noel, Marc and Ally for £6 

 


